Role: Junior System Developer

RASSURE is a technology start-up based in Sydney, Australia. RASSURE aims to become the global leader in assisting airlines to protect their revenue. The proprietary technology pioneered by RASSURE involves big data, forensic data analytics and expert systems.

As RASSURE is growing, a junior technology role is being created to support trials and rollout of the technology. The key tasks of the role involve:
1 Develop, maintain and enhance systems for a broad range of business purposes using multiple technology platforms and tools
2 Investigate and assess new technologies for their suitability for assisting RASSURE in achieving its objectives
3 Investigate and recommend infrastructure options for optimum system performance, and assist in developing and executing data security

RASSURE is looking for a junior system developer/technology generalist (fresh graduate or up to 3 years of experience) with the following attributes:
1 Strong curiosity and interest in a wide spectrum of IT
2 A fast learner, capable of building prototypes within short periods of time
3 Highly self motivated, dependable and disciplined in approaching work
4 Willing and able to work within a team and play a support role
5 A degree in computer science or related fields
6 Capable in .NET and open source platforms

By joining RASSURE, the selected candidate will benefit from
1 Opportunities to work on highly challenging business and technical issues
2 Working with senior developers and business analysts to gain business and technical knowledge and skills
3 Exposure to international clients
4 Competitive remuneration packages with share options

Interested candidates please send your application and/or questions to Tony Sun via email tonys@rassure.net